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DANGEROUS DISCONNECT
by Robert Williams

In a way that has never happened before, Obama and those supporting his approach have contrived a fundamental disconnect with a major portion of the American 
people who still hold very dear a sense of traditional Americanism and a pride in our nation as a pioneer of individual liberty guaranteed by our constitution and 
protected by over 200 years of bravery. A disconnect with that sense of Americanism which freed slaves both here and abroad and produced a major portion of the 

world's beneficial inventions and generosity to other beleaguered nations.

President Obama was elected by promoting "change" to a generally dissatisfied majority which included some of the "traditional folks" as well as the 
African-American community understandably proud that one of their own was a presidential candidate. Many on the "Left" including members of congress joined 
in. He was thus enabled to gather around him appointees that have enshrined the attitudes behind the disconnect into a "political correctness" which now dominates
foreign and domestic policies.

Why is there now such growing disenchantment and alarm among the more "traditional" Americans as well as people who were hopeful the vaguely promised 
changes would turn out beneficial? It is not because of any controversy over Obama's place of birth, or doubts about his sincerity. It is because during his first year 
in office he has increasingly revealed what he is sincere about. Dorothy Rabinowitz, a member of the Dow Jones Editorial board has put it succinctly in a recent 
article:

"The Alien in the White House"
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703302604575294231631318728.html?KEYWORDS=DOROTHY+RABINOWITZ

The following are selected quotes from this article:

"Those qualities to be expected in a president were never about rhetoric; Mr. Obama had proved himself a dab hand at that on the campaign trail. They were a 

matter of identification with the nation and to all that binds its people together in pride and allegiance. These are feelings held deep in American hearts, unvoiced 
mostly, but unmistakably there and not only on the Fourth of July. A great part of America now understands that this president's sense of identification lies 
elsewhere, and is in profound ways unlike theirs. He is hard put to sound convincingly like the leader of the nation, because he is, at heart and by instinct, the voice
mainly of his ideological class".

"It is a White House that has focused consistently on the sensitivities of the world community—as it is euphemistically known—a body of which the president of

the United States frequently appears to view himself as a representative at large".

"The beliefs and attitudes that this president has internalized are to be found everywhere—in the salons of the left the world over—and, above all, in the academic
establishment, stuffed with tenured radicals and their political progeny. The places where it is held as revealed truth that the United States is now, and has been
throughout its history, the chief engine of injustice and oppression in the world".

Concerning the above statement about America being the "chief engine of injustice" --- having spent 17 years of my life in foreign countries I can personally attest 
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that the exact opposite is the real truth.

Dorothy goes on to say, "A great part of America now understands that this president's sense of identification lies elsewhere, and is in profound ways unlike theirs".

Obama's sincerely unreal fantasies explain some of his puzzling actions and comments such as his aversion to the American flag which he feels is nationalistic and 

therefor does not fit his utopian view of the world as a tranquil brotherhood under his leadership.

Ms. Rabinowitz gives other illustrative examples of this profound difference concerning "reality" and "morality" which I will summarize in my own words below.

England's Mr. Churchill spoke to the heart of Americans all during and after WWII with his undying dedication to the same principles that founded our country in 
1776. Yet President Obama saw nothing morally alien in packing a bust of Winston Churchill that was a gift from Tony Blair, back to England as one of his first 

acts in office.

The administration has been promoting the revision of reality with a bewildering array of pronouncements about those dedicated to killing Americans and others in 
the world who dare to value freedom. Mr. Eric Holder, Attorney General of the United States has referred to our enemies as, "people who have different reasons (for
their terrorist acts) ---", adding that he didn't want to say anything negative about any religion". Obama's chief adviser on counter-terrorism Mr. Brennan, has 
remarked that Americans have no sensitivity regarding the Muslim culture and don't recognize its peace-loving nature. He also said that we don't reference our 

enemies as "jihadists" or "Islamists" because jihad is a legitimate tenet of the religion of Islam and "violent extremists are victims of political, economic and social 
forces." In other words, when Major Hasan shouted "Allahu Akbar" as he mowed down 13 American soldiers at Ft. Hood, it had nothing to do with the peaceful 
and legitimate religion of Islam.

As the entire world has recently seen, president Obama has wasted no time in bowing to Kings and Emperors, upping our national debt by trillions, apologizing for 
America's supposed past errors, taking over large American institutions and manufacturers and establishing a monstrous health-care bureaucracy. He is openly 

disdainful of anyone or any group opposed to his disastrous agenda or his now obvious self-imposed mantle of "Chief Revisionist to Reality".

CONGRESSIONAL SKULLDUGGERY RUN AMOK
By Mike Dennin

The Democrats intend to lead the most honest, most open and ethical congress in history.

-- Nancy Pelosi, November 7, 2006 [1]

So, in effect, are we saying, that we are going to delegate the legislative branch's authority and responsibility to budget - the power of the purse - to an executive 

branch commission? Are we now simply saying that the president will appoint people, and they will write the budget?

I mean, what ever happened to protecting the Separation of Powers?

What ever happened to Congress actually doing its job? What ever happened to actually passing a budget?

So, what we have here, is we have a very tough election year, I suppose, and people don't want to do a budget, but they want to spend. And so, for the first time - 

for the first time - since the 1974 Budget Act was in place, the House isn't even doing a budget. We're gonna spend the money, but we're not going to account for 

it.

-- House Budget Committee member Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, 2010 [2]

While millions of Americans tighten their belts in response to the sluggish economy and stubbornly high unemployment that persists in this country, what have our 
so-called leaders on Capitol Hill done? Pass a budget that alleviates our tax burden by slashing spending and reducing our monstrous national debt? Take the hard, 

but responsible, fiscal decisions that the floundering socialist democracies in Europe are taking now instead of kicking the can down the road when the cuts will be 
exponentially deeper and more painful? When our country calls for strong, sound leadership, how did the Pelosi-Reid Congress respond to the challenge?

It went on vacation.

For the first time since the current budgeting system was enacted in 1974, the House has failed to pass a budget. Not long ago, Harry Reid had no problem keeping 

the Senate in session to surrender to al Qaeda in Iraq, prevent President Bush from making recess appointments and ram the Democrats' pet financial and health 
care legislation through Congress, but where was Reid when it came to forcing Congress to fulfill its primary responsibility of passing a budget?

Back home in Nevada campaigning for himself.

And therein lies the rub. The Democrats under Harry Reid and Nancy Pelosi's stewardship are avoiding a public battle over the 2011 budget because they are 

proposing to add over a trillion dollars in additional deficit spending next year. With Americans in an uproar over this year's titanic $1.368 trillion deficit, Harry 
Reid and his fellow spendthrifts who are up for re-election this autumn know that presenting this budget before the November elections will be an act of political 
suicide. So, how to evade responsibility and the wrath of the electorate? Employ the stall tactic of waiting for President Obama's spending commission to issue its 
recommendations a month after the elections (December 1st, to be precise).

Now, you know what the president's commission is really about - providing political cover for Congressional Democrats who refuse to respond to the message that 

their constituents have been sending them about their profligate spending.

Apparently, the chicanery doesn't end with the budget, either. Anticipating an electoral bloodbath in November, Congressional Democrats such as Kent Conrad and
Tom Harkin are already developing what John Fund of the Wall Street Journal refers to as "the Obama-Pelosi Lame Duck Strategy" [3] to ram unpopular legislation
through Congress before the next group of lawmakers is sworn in next year. This would include passing measures to raise taxes, lock-in increased spending for 
federal agencies, ratify the new START treaty that favors a hostile Kremlin, enact a federally mandated universal voter registration system that overrides state laws 

and pass the "card check" legislation that labor unions have been demanding from Democrats for their support. Then there's this "climate change" whopper:

Mike Allen of Politico.com reports that one reason President Obama failed to mention climate change legislation during his recent Oval Office speech on the 

Gulf oil spill was that he wants to pass a modest energy bill this summer then add carbon taxes or regulations in conference committee with the House, most 

likely during a lame duck session. The result would be a climate bill vastly more ambitious and costly for American consumers and taxpayers than moderate 

"Blue Dogs" in the House would support on the campaign trail. 

The American people are being played for fools by the most dishonest, secretive and unethical congress ever. It's time to stand up to these insults to our intelligence
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and tell our senators and representatives in no uncertain terms that there will be a price to pay for this skullduggery.

Footnotes:

[1] Pelosi Speaks After Democrats Win the House

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5KC7zwdMfE&feature=player_embedded#!

[2] No Budget. No Priorities. No Restraints.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5X7M9JvovU&feature=related

[3] The Obama-Pelosi Lame Duck Strategy:
Union 'card check', 'cap and trade', and so much more

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704293604575343262629361470.html

HONOR, HEROISM AND WANNABES
by Rob Denham

Roughly two months ago, Connecticut Democrat Richard Blumenthal was caught in the spotlight, for exaggerating his Vietnam military record. Some say he 
misspoke; some say he outright lied.
Either way, Democrats are infamous for exaggerating and misrepresenting their military records, and it happens all the time. 
Look at Lyndon Baines Johnson, for example; as a Congressman, he was the first member of that body to volunteer for service after Pearl Harbor, and he honorably
served in the Naval Reserve.

However, post-war, and as President, he was constantly brandishing his Silver Star, which was awarded by Gen. Douglas MacArthur himself, for a "combat
mission" over New Guinea.
Yet, none of the other members of the flight crew who served on that particular mission received any awards at all, nor could they recall taking any enemy fire on 
the mission. In fact, as they remembered, Johnson was aboard only as a Congressional observer.
Yet somehow, he’d finagled himself a medal for bravery, which was personally awarded to (Congressman) Lt. Johnson by the Supreme Commander of the
Southwest Pacific Area.

Johnson displayed the award so frequently, that it eventually became something of a joke, in Washington circles.
Senator Max Cleland, of Ohio, is always being admired, and held up as an example of the brave, resilient and noble American Spirit for his heroism, having lost an
arm and a leg in a combat zone in Vietnam.
True enough; he was in a combat zone when he lost those limbs. 
However, what the DNC spinmeisters usually omit, is that Cleland was partying seriously hard at the time, when he picked up a grenade dropped by a passerby,
and drunkenly pulled the pin.

Among the Democrats, who haven’t whole-heartedly supported an American military action since WW2--the one they couldn’t oppose--Cleland's inebriated
accident apparently equals heroism.
2004 Democratic Presidential candidate, Sentor John Kerry, apparently won all of his medals, including his legendary three Purple Hearts, during a four-month 
period between December, 1968, and April, 1969.
Three Purple Hearts, in four months. How badly---really--could he have been wounded?
He asked for, and was granted, a re-assignment out of the combat zone, and then home to the States.

He further requested, and was granted, an early discharge from the Navy. 
Once discharged, he became a serious anti-war activist, with Vietnam Veterans Against the War--an organization the FBI knew to be funded and directed from 
Moscow--and he famously, and very publicly, testified before Senate hearings on the war. There, he denounced his fellow Vietnam veterans as barbarians, behaving
like "Ghengis Khan".
He also publicly threw away his medals, tossing them back over the fence to the Capitol Building, during an anti-war rally.
Then, however, came the Presidential Election of 2004.

Suddenly it was politically expedient to remind the world of his heroic and noble Vietnam service.
"John Kerry reporting for duty!" he solemnly intoned from the stage, at the Democratic Convention, and saluted crisply; suddenly--and shamelessly--proud of the
military career he’d disparaged for years. 
The list goes on, but these three are some of the biggies.....while it's true that all politicians are hypocrites to some extent, the Democratic Party has elevated it to an 
art form.
Especially in the realm of military service, though, where, sadly and shamefully, they have so few heroes they can point to and use, in sucking up to the American

people.
The American people, who actually understand--and admire--honor and heroism.
Honor and heroism; two things which the Democratic Party sold out, many years ago.

WISDOM AND COURAGE
(Submitted by Robert Williams)

by Geert Wilders
September 25, 2008

http://www.andrewbostom.org/blog/2008/09/28/geert-wilders-wisdom-and-courage/

COMMENTARY ON "WISDOM AND COURAGE": "MULTICULTURALISM" AND THE RE-TRIBALIZATION OF THE 

WEST
By Mike Dennin

The slovenliness of our language makes it easier for us to have foolish thoughts.

-- George Orwell

In reading Geert Wilders' September 25, 2008 address at the Four Seasons Hotel in New York, the following passage leaps out as the central concern that confronts 
Western societies, particularly those in Europe, whose failed immigration model has produced the troubling social problems that the Dutch parliamentarian 

discusses in his speech:
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...the numbers would not be threatening if the Muslim-immigrants had a strong desire to assimilate. But there are few signs of that.  The Pew Research Center

reported that half of French Muslims see their loyalty to Islam as greater than their loyalty to France .  One-third of French Muslims do not object to suicide

attacks. The British Centre for Social Cohesion reported that one-third of British Muslim students are in favor of a worldwide caliphate...

While one may rightly take issue with the unwillingness of immigrants to part with the ways of their countries of origin, that is not the core problem that Europe, 
and to a lesser degree America, faces. The core problem is "Multiculturalism" and its failed immigration model that is directly responsible for the failure to 
integrate immigrants into their new host societies. It should go without saying that it is the responsibility of the host society to make it clear that immigrants are 
expected to integrate into society and to establish practical policies and processes that actively promote and assist the immigrant's assimilation. The West has only 
itself to blame for failing to establish integration as a condition of residency and citizenship - the immigrant should not be given any choice in the matter. No 
country is obligated to accept seditious, anti-social elements into its midst, and governments have a duty to prevent these elements from gaining entry into their 

countries. Furthermore, if an anti-social immigrant obtains his or her residency or citizenship on false pretenses, then the wages of their fraud should be expulsion 
or imprisonment.

Obviously, Europe didn't get into its peculiar social mess by accident - it was deliberately created by misguided Leftist political elites who established and continue 
to promote an immigration model based on a system that invariably produces social fragmentation and conflict, and that system is called "Multiculturalism". If 
Europe is ever going to remedy the disastrous consequences of its immigration system and America is to keep from repeating Europe's mistakes, the first step is 
having the intellectual courage and honesty to confront and recognize the fact that "Multiculturalism" is nothing more than a flowery euphemism for Tribalism. 

Westerners must realize that there is a profound difference between Pluralism and Multiculturalism/Tribalism. To illustrate the difference, here in the world's 
greatest melting pot where immigrants have always been expected and encouraged to integrate into society, Americans express their pluralistic ethos in the motto E 

Pluribus Unum - From Many, One. In Europe, where immigrants have not been expected and encouraged to integrate into their host societies and accept their laws 
and institutions, you get just the opposite - E Unum Pluribus, From One, Many. The consequences of this self-destructive policy and the racist intent to preserve 
the purity of "authentic" peoples have been the tribalization of European societies into its different component groups and the attendant internecine conflicts that 

we are witnessing from Paris to Malmo. How are these outcomes even remotely mysterious?

Here at home, Americans must remain vigilant against the other troubling aspects of Multiculturalism/Tribalism that threaten to reverse the evolution of human, 
civil and political rights in the West. Acceding to the demands of Islamists and organizations such as the Organization of the Islamic Conference to institute the 
Shari'a and its tenets in our societies would drag the West back into the Dark Ages from whence the Shari'a came. Once again, Westerners would be subject to the 
same religious oppression and persecution that our ancestors experienced during the depraved ages of the Inquisition. No longer would we continue to enjoy the 
freedom of thought, conscience and expression that once sent so-called "blasphemers" and "heretics" to the stake. No longer would women be free to live as equals 

to men and determine their own destinies for themselves. No longer would all men and women be able to live as equals, free from the supremacism and persecution 
of theocratic tyrants who consider the reduction of the non-believer to sub-human status as a matter of Eternal Salvation.

It would bring an everlasting mark of shame and infamy upon this generation of Westerners if we threw away the sacrifices and inheritance of our courageous 
ancestors to accommodate the demands of retrogressive, rights-repressive Islamist supremacists and their useful Leftist idiots who would plunge the West back into

the darkness of the days that preceded the Ages of Enlightenment and Reason. Far better to stand on our feet and scoff at the temper tantrums of fools and fascists 
than to crawl down on our knees and suffer the contemptible fate of cowards who are willing to surrender their precious freedom.

RANDOM THOUGHTS
by Rob Denham

Why do so many people--people who would only suffer personally and/or financially under the “Change” Bolshevik Barry and his Communist Cadre
propose--continue to support him so very fervently?
Well, it seems to me that most liberals--of the American variety at least--are often, for some reason, extremely self-loathing and guilt-ridden over their successes, 
whatever those may happen to be. 
Obama and his associates make them feel better, by promising to tax them heavily, and to impose more and more regulations, thereby telling, dictating to them,
how to act and what to do.

This takes difficult things, things such as decision-making and personal responsibility--and thusly, any added reasons for their overwhelming, and ultimately 
unnecessary, sense of guilt--out of their hands.
For a comparison: 
During the era of the Great Bubonic Plague in the mid-to-late 1300s, there were these people known as "Flagellants"...they traveled, by foot, around Europe, 
beating themselves repeatedly, bloody and raw, with hook-tipped whips. 
They thought that the plague was punishment for humankind’s sin; that they deserved their suffering, for whatever reasons.
They believed that the more they beat themselves up, taking the suffering upon themselves, as Christ did, the more chance God would have mercy, intervene, and 

save humanity from its suffering. 
Ironically, however, they only spread the disease, because they were so filthy and flea-ridden; and in their travels, and their fervor to make amends for unknown 
sins, they unintentionally brought the plague to places it hadn't hit. 
Modern liberals are similar to Flagellants; in their guilty fervor to make amends for unknown, undefined sins, they beat themselves up for no good reason.
Thusly, in a vague, misplaced sense of shame, culpability and self-hatred, they support policies and ideologies, which bring more and more suffering and miseries 

upon the rest of us.

Elena Kagan is Obama’s next Supreme Court pick.
Of course, she’s not a judge, and has no judicial experience, whatsoever, spending most of her career as a “political advisor, policy advocate and academic”.
Kagan is a longtime Obama crony and a moderately-important flunky in his circle; and she apparently thinks Obama walks on water.
Of course, Obama himself, likely shares this opinion.
It’s felt that she would simply be a Supreme Court “rubberstamp” for Obama’s radical-leftist policies.

Does anyone remember Harriet Meirs?
Meirs, an attorney, was a Bush nominee in 2005; she had no actual judicial experience, and was essentially a longtime Bush crony and a moderately-important 
flunky in his circle. She thought GWB walked on water.
It was felt that she would simply be a rubberstamp for Bush’s policies.
Bush took heavy condemnation--and charges of blatant cronyism--from all sides, for her nomination.
Kagan is, literally, no more qualified than was Meirs who, at least, was a lawyer.

Where is the criticism now, of Obama’s non-choice? How is it that Bush was severely admonished, but Obama skates, yet again?

Liberals keep bemoaning the Tea Party movement as a “racist”, “violent” ideology, and keep predicting, hoping against all hope, that one day soon, a Tea Party will
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erupt in a riot; gunfire and mayhem.
NYC’s Mayor Bloomberg--rumored by some to be a Republican--initially opined, his voice virtually choking with hope, that the “Times Square Bomber” may have
been someone “angry over health care”. In other words, a conservative, “Tea Party” person.
But alas, it was a Muslim; a would-be terrorist, trying--now that we have a weak, overmatched president who sympathizes with their cause--to kill Americans.
But the libs keep hoping, don‘t they?

Hoping to “impact the obesity epidemic”, our intrusive, nanny-state government is considering a tax increase on sugary drinks, such as soda pop, artificial fruit
concoctions and energy drinks.
It’s an effort to coerce people to reduce consumption, and similar to the energy rate hikes we’ll soon be seeing, and for much the same reasons.
Let me tell you something: if I want to drink straight sugar and melted lard, it's nobody's business but my own, let alone some pencil-necked, weaselly, liberal 
bureaucratic busybody, who thinks they know better, how I should live my life.
Taxation and population control; hallmarks of far-left Socialism.

Government needs to stay out of our bodies--and our lives--just as the Founding Fathers intended.
I thought Obama was going to ride in and make the world love us again, after Bush had--as liberals/Democrats endlessly whined--spent eight ham-handed years, 
destroying our diplomatic relations with The World.
Well, now; it seems Obama, a less-than-observant Muslim, has some pork on his fingers, himself.
He’s alienated many of the US’s allies; for some examples, longtime friend Britain is chilly toward us, now; French President Sarkozy called Our Dear Leader

“naïve”, and even “demented”, commenting that he lives in a “virtual world”, rather than the real one.
Russia’s Putin has openly ridiculed Obama and several of his policies. The Arabs look upon him with disdain.
He sucks-up to our nation’s Communist enemies, however, who love him, and speaks of “engaging” Islamic terrorists and their sponsor nations in “talks”.
His weakness is evident in the way death by Islamic terrorism has found its way back to our shores, in the months since his inauguration.
Of course, I believe he’s done all this purposely; weakening the country, homogenizing us and undermining our strength and position in the world, are the
overarching goals of this radical, America-hating administration.

For myself, I don’t really believe Obama and his people are incompetent; not at all.
I believe they’re perfectly equal to carrying out the task they’ve set for themselves:
The undermining and dismantling of as much of the American Republic, its institutions and traditions, as possible, and by any means necessary, in whatever time 
they have.
He’s only planning on being a one-termer; he just hopes he has enough time to as much damage as he can. He’s succeeding.
To you dedicated liberals and Democrats who saddled us with this loser; you have a rapidly-narrowing span of time, before you’ll have to wake up and join the rest
of us; rub your sleepy eyes, realize and acknowledge the mistake you made.

Realize and acknowledge just how very dangerous Bolshevik Barry and his Cadre of Communist Cronies are, to this great nation we so dearly love.
I do believe that it’s up to We, the People, to stop them.

The Obama administration allowed the hated BP a lot of leeway, early on, in this oil spill crisis; unsurprising, really, since they were a large donor to his campaign.
But not to worry; in true dictator’s fashion, Obama’s generating new laws all by himself, circumventing Congress, and forcing BP to cough up $20 billion, which
will be administered and distributed by an “objective third party”--his own “Pay Czar”, Kenneth Feinberg.

Who wants to bet ACORN was somehow affected by the oil spill, and receives a nice chunk of cash from the Obamster?
13 nations offered assistance, only to have those offers rebuffed.
The Dutch offered use of “skimmer ships”, which could, each, have sucked up 20,000 gallons of oil a day. They were refused.
We’ve learned that many practical resources we have here, which could have been utilized, were left unused.
Since the beginning of the situation, Bobby Jindal, Louisiana’s Republican governor, has been begging Obama for help, and permission to build oil-blocking sand
bars. He was ignored, until too late.

The White House was more worried about the “environmental impact” of these sandbars, than of the oil.
Officially, Obama has been “focused like a laser” on the crisis, since “day one”; yet, since the explosion, he’s taken 2 vacations, has been seen yukking it up on the
golf course (7 times), bowling; basketball; a baseball game.
And, gosh; evil BP’s CEO had the audacity to go yachting for a day, with his family.
Obama ducked a memorial for the 11 who died in the initial explosion; instead, attending a party at the Getty home.

Getty…you know; big oil money.
Thousands of people are suffering loss of employment, income and lifestyle. It’s estimated that this could affect nearly 500,000 jobs.
The ridiculous, 6-month drilling moratorium Obama imposed is utterly wrong-headed, and will only worsen things.
After all, why should other companies suffer from BP’s negligence?
Brazil is already offering to take the unused platforms; they will not return. Any moratorium, if it stands, will effectively kill offshore drilling here.
Although, Obama’s environmentalist-whacko liberal supporters have been working toward that, for decades.
From all this, one can only conclude that, like all liberals, Obama views everything--even catastrophic environmental crises--first and foremost, through a political 

lens.
Obama is grateful for, and is exploiting, the spill. It fits perfectly with his administration’s fanatical environmental agenda, and the disastrous, economy-killing
“Cap and Trade” energy legislation he supports.
The worse he can make it, the better for his radical policies.
For myself, I don’t believe Obama and his people are incompetent; not at all.
These leftwing America-haters are perfectly equal to carrying out the task for which they’ve set themselves: the undermining and dismantling of as much of the

American Republic, its institutions and traditions, as possible--by any means necessary--in whatever time allotted.
Unsurprisingly, his poll numbers are bottoming-out; people are getting wiser, now, and seeing him for the poseur he is.
I really don’t think Obama cares, at all, about his poll numbers or popularity, because he only plans to be a one-termer.
I’ve said before, that both he and the Democratic Party as a whole, are on a suicide mission to impose a Socialist system here, at all costs. How else to explain
April’s disastrous Health Care vote, arrogantly passing such a vastly unpopular piece of legislation?
Barack Obama hates this country on at least two levels:

One, as a lifelong, brainwashed-from-the-womb Communist dupe, he hates America the Greedy; Capitalist exploiter of the masses.
And two, as a closet Muslim, he hates the Christian nation which supports its ally, Israel.
We’ve elected the enemy; wake up, America. Please.
But that’s just my opinion.


